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INTRODUCTION 
Measurement of the evolution of the physical 
activity in assistive devices (ADs) of daily use might 
increase the flexibility of the rehabilitation 
programmes [1]. Also, while walking ADs become 
more a more autonomous and intelligent [2], 
reliable and simple methods to assess and adapt 
performance are demanded. MEMs-based Inertial 
sensors are called to become standard devices for 
human motion capture.  
 
Activity recognition based on information provided 
by accelerometers attached to the torso, has been 
investigated by [3], proposing the use of Markov 
and Gaussian models from features extracted by 
means of the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform). In [4], 
the feasibility of using accelerometers in the 
sternum to recognize activities and postures was 
demonstrated, based on features extraction from 
raw data. The combination of accelerometers and 
gyroscopes for activity discrimination has been 
proposed in a portable embodiment carried at the 
hips, based on definition of categories of the 
velocity of the observed motion, [5].  
 
This paper presents a method based on the signal 
provided by a uniaxial rate gyroscope attached at 
the leg segment of a walking assistive device 
(prosthetic leg, knee brace, or leg orthosis).  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Offline recordings at 30 Hz (8 bit resolution) of 
gyroscope and accelerometers combination, as 
presented in [6], are performed. An ambulatory unit 
is carried in the belt by the subject. The raw data u  
is combined with calculated foot acceleration along 
the vertical axis, and foot and shank angular 
velocities: 
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along the sagittal plane, per each sample . k
 
The method discriminates periods of dynamic and 
static activity based on the following steps: 1) 
digital band-pass filtering (FIR) of each sensor 
signal in the band 0.3-2Hz, to generate CF signal 
per sensor, with content in the band of interest; 2) 
rectification and zero-cross detection of the leg rate 
velocity; 3) numerical integration per interval. 
Filtering 
The digitized signals are passed through a FIR 
(finite impulse response) digital filter in the band of 
0.3-2Hz, frequency range of the motion of interest. 
The filtered signal CF which corresponds to the 
rotational velocity of the leg
u
legω , is rectified 
(absolute value).  
 
Static Activity 
During static activities, the constant acceleration 
over the foot accelerometer as a function of the 
inclination footφ , with respect to the action line of 
the gravity force , can be described as  g
ngA footi +−= )cos(. φ  (2) 
 
Where is white noise. The following steps are 
performed to detect the static activities, as done in 
[4]: a) low pass filtering of the accelerometer signal 
with a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz, b) absolute value 
and butterworth 2nd order filter of 0-0.1Hz, to obtain 
the signal envelope, multiplied by the magnitude of 
the filtered (low pass 0.2 Hz) rate velocity of the 
foot, c) applying a threshold to the resulting signal. 
Sitting and standing can be therefore directly 
distinguished by defining a knee joint angle 
threshold. 
 
Cyclic Activities 
Out of the intervals of dynamic activity, intervals of 
cyclic activity are detected based on detection of 
local minima in the footω , which correspond with 
heel or foot contact events that separate gait cycles 
or strides while negotiating stairs/slopes, and data 
re-sampling at a frequency of 100 Hz (in time 
windows of 1.5 seconds, lower cyclic periods are 
classified as ‘undefined’). 
 
Segment rotation 
Two consecutive zero crosses, which correspond 
to changes in the direction of rotation of the 
segment, defined the intervals for numeric 
integration 
 
∑+= 1ii kmIR θ  (3), 
 
with intervals for the data set. m
 
 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
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Three subjects wearing an orthotic AD 
instrumented with the sensor embodiment 
performed three different activities: level walking 
(MAR), dealing with stairs (ESC) and dealing with 
slopes of 5º (RAM).  
 
 
Figure 2. Picture of a subject wearing an orthotic AD 
 
An example of the sequence for discrimination of 
dynamic activity during one trial is depicted in Fig 2. 
The values of cut-off frequency of the filtering to 
determine the static activity are parameters that 
influence the level of attenuation of the output 
signal. In our experiments we concluded a 2nd order 
Butterworth filter of 0.1 Hz and a threshold of 0.2 to 
the filtered signal. 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Mean values and SD of calculated Cf signal 
during three activities with an orthotic AD 
 
CF signals per each trial were obtained and the 
, were calculated, to extract the features in 
dynamic activities. An example of the extraction of 
features during the transition between the static 
standing position and walking at a self-preferred 
speed is shown in figure 3.  
mIR
 
 
 
Figure 3. Example of the extraction of features during 
transition between the static standing position and 
walking at a self-preferred speed (flat terrain). CF and 
IR are calculated based on the rate velocity of the foot. 
 
Statistical significance is estimated based on the 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test method. Figure 4 depicts 
the mean values and standard deviations of the CF 
signals based on the three inertial sensors.  
 
 
For the CF of footω  it was concluded an average 
probability of p equality in the median of the data of 
0.1.  For CF based on legω  average p is 0.2. 
Average figures of the calculated CF signals based 
on the sensors signals are presented in Figure 4. 
The discrimination between walking slopes and 
stairs for the three subjects, based on the foot 
velocity, presented statistic discrimination in the 
amplitude of the CF signals, with p equal to 0.2, 
obtained with Wilcoxon signed--rank test.    
 
 
Figure 4. Mean values of calculated CF signals with 
gyroscope and accelerometer during static and dynamic 
activities with the orthotic AD. 
 
 
No clear differences were found in the average CFs 
of negotiating stairs or slopes, with respect to level 
walking. The activities labeled as ‘undefined’ 
(unclassified periods of transition between dynamic 
and static activity) featured a significant statistic 
separation in the CF calculated from the foot 
rotation. The intra-subject variations in the cyclic 
activity signals, mainly due to changes in the gait 
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CONCLUSIONS speed, suggest the application of unique threshold 
to distinguish gait from the other dynamic activities.  It can be concluded the feasibility of clustering the 
activity data according to categories, based on the 
described methodology, using miniature 
microelectromechanical inertial sensors. Further 
work will consist on the use of the instantaneous 
amplitude of the feature signals to define clustering 
indexes for classification of the activities, which 
quantify the features as a function of time or/and 
frequency.  
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